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Abstract: In this paper we considered many evaluation indices of port service queueing
system , and to study the determinate process of initial value of optimal number in i
M/\4aI(m) port service queueing system. Those indices incldding the degree of
congestion(DC), average waiting time (wo) and waiting time factor (wqlr). This papeipresent
the initial number of berth in a M/\4A{(o) port service queueing system would be No I (vr.)
+B,l-(?"/p), and we found the relationship between the traffic density(q) and,,the initial
parameter value of facility" (B) under each of the evaluation index , then the relatignship can
be categorized by general form equation. Therefore, we plotted the table and graphics, and it
can be cited for the researcher and their application.

Key words: Initial number of facility, Queueing system, port planning, Traffic density,

Level of service, Evaluation indices

I.INTRODUCTION

.ln general, we solve optimal number of servers in a M/Ir4A.{(oo) queueing system by using
average service time (l/ 1t) as a constant. Recently, the solution for optimal number of
seryers , always think of the factors about management side. The factor effect service facility
including number of operating-equipment, operating efficiency , interaction of operatin!
equipments, the characteristic of operation system in the peak and the factor cause by dwel'i
time. So ,we think about the variation of many complex factors, by using the system
simulation to solve the optimal solution simply. In this time, to know an initial vaiue of
number of servers is the most important to effect the simulation time. In past time ,the process
to decided initial value offacility servers (N) in a queueing system always take the utiiization
factor (p) less than one, i.e.p:l/(Ntz) <1. Newell (19g2) applied ihe theory df normal
distribution to estimate the number of service facility, but the result was an approximant not a
really value. Taha (1987) employed the aspiration level model, but the model limits the
decision maker's performance. Lawarence and Teng (1990) improvised the idea of normal
distribution with traffic density ()u/ 1t) inaddition to the method of standard deviation for I to
2 times as the minimum required number of servers (N), But this method never think of what
level of service in the system was better. So that the initial value of servers always to be larger
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than the optimal numbers. Huang (1997) used the degree of congestion (DC), average waiting

time in queue (Wq), waitint time factor (Wq . p ) and cost function to investigate the optimal

number of berth and the number of crane for the container terminal, but the viability of this

model depends on how well we can estimate the cost parameters. Generally, these parameters

are diffrcult to estimate. The methods that determine each of the optimal service facility and

the ceilig limit to its employment are shown in Table 1'

Table l. The methods that determine the number of initial service facility.

Author & Year Limit to

Newell(1982) result is an approximant not a

value.

Taha(1987) aspiration level model limits the

sion maker's

Lawrence and Teng
(leeo)

The result is only apPlicable for
solution.

Huang (1997) viability of this model dePends

how well we can estimate the

parameters, GenerallY, these

are diffrcult to estimate

oc= i rNCl
j=N+l

where N is the number of berth, and P11o is the probability of j vessels in the port within

the period T.

real

The purpose of this paper would be found a method which determinate the number of initial

facility value easily,-such as estimating from a table or a graph. Based on the result of this

p"p"i, tfr" planners could be determinate the number of initial facility from a table or a graph'

V"iiaity shorten the simulation time, and resolve the problem of the initial number of servers

over the optimal number of servers.

2.THEPORT SERVICE QUEUEING SYSTEM

In this paper we considered many evaluation indices of MAvIA"l queueing system for port

facilities pianning, including degrel of congestion ( DC ) ,berth occupancy factor ( p ) ,average

number oi ships in port( L ),arerage number of ships in queue( Lo ),average waiting time (Wo)

and average waiting time factor (Wq ' 1r )'

This study has formulated the evaluation indices into ttuee categories in port queueing system,

tt" typ" or probability index(such as DC), the type of queue length index (such as Lo and wo)

arrd ihe typl of non-dimension index (such as Wq ' / ). The type of probability index only

shows the states of vessels in port system, it could not be expressive of the waiting time

air"",fy, ia the type of qrr"r" t"ngtt inai""s and the type of non-dimension indices would be

;il;; ;th ttr" tyi" or rnip, the ieight of ship and service tiome of ship' We define them as

follow:
( I ) degree ofcongestion (DC)

Degree of congestion is the probability to wait for berths when vessels arrive at the port'

(l)

theory of normal distribution

method of traffrc densitY ( ,1. /
p )+(l - 2) standarc! deviation

method of cost function
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( 2 ) berth utilization factor ( p )
Berth utilization factor is the ratio of berth actual utilization time to the gross berth time

available.

p= r-(it"-.llr*01^l (2)
j=0

tr'

= tlin*CI)At)+Dc (3)
J=l

( 3 ) average number of ships in port ( L )
Average number of ships in port is expected number of ships in the port within the

period T.

l= ijr"CI) (4)
j'0

( 4 ) average number of ships in queue ( Lq )
Average number of ships in queue is expected number of ships that are waiting for

service in the port system

o

Lq= Ifi-N)PN(i)=L-(r,/p) (5)
j=N+l

where l, is mean arrival rdte of vessel ; p is mean service rate

( 5 ) average waiting time (W, ; AWT)

Average waiting time is a vessel spends in the waiting line for service.

Wq= Ly'I (6)

(6) waitingtimefactor(Wq. 1z ; AWT/AST)

Waiting time factor is the ratio gf the average waiting time(AWT ; Wq) to avemge service

time(AST ; lltt).
Wq. t= AWT/AST (7)

The past relevant literatures about the port planning was application of Mlr4A.l queueing
theory therefore, we define the steady-state probabilities and evaluation indices about M/IrdN
queueing theory underthe steady-state situation as follow :

P* ( j) = PN Q)U"l p)i I jl (0< j <N)

= PN (0x1"/p)j(N!.N('*)) 0=N)

l- x-r I
where P* (0) = t tlZQ. t pl t 1t+ (t zp )- r(Nt(t -p )) |Lj=o-l

and the substitution ofeq. (8) into eq. (l),(2),(5),(6),(7), then yields

(8)
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N

DC=l-IP*(0XI/p)j/j!
j=0

Lq = P* (0)(1,/ p)j p( j!. (l - p)'?)

wr= Lql1. = Pr (0)(r/p)j p/(i!'(l - p)'' [)

wq.Ir = p* (o)(I/p)'(jt.(t-p)'.N)

p

(e)

p= r-ittN-)PN(o)( i. /p //fi!.N))
j=0

(10)

(ll)

(12)

(13)

3.THE MODIFIED RESOLUTION METHOD FOR THE INITIAL NUMBER OF

FACILITY

After having deduced relevant methods of research and their ceiling limits of employment,

this study lias employed the normal distribution theory by Newell (1982) and the traffrc

density by Lawrence and Teng (1990), with the addition of determining the initial number of
its standard deviation by I to 2 times. With regard to the above-mentioned defects of research,

some improvements have been made in the following:

(l) Various kinds of system evaluation indices are considered (such as DC, Wq, Wq.p) in

view of the differences under diverse traffrc density.

(2) Range of application under diverse traffrc density and level of service are considered' 
afteithe standard deviation value has been multiplied by 1 to 2 times.

Therefore, the method of this study will consider the applicability of each and every kind of

system evaluation index (DC, Wq, Wq.p) under different trafftc density and level of service,

so that the designation of initial number of system facility can be conducted. Based on the

Lawrence and leng (1990) of the facility initial number with the addition of standard

deviation by I to 2 times to resolve for the traffic density (I/p), and the equation can be

written as in eq.(14). According to the aforementioned research method explicated in this

research, when eq.(14) is utilizid in higher traffic density the value will over the optimal

nu*b", of facility. In other words, the method itself is only applicable for local solution. As a

result, this studyias modified the standard deviation value by I to 2 times in equation (14) to

become the parameter for the initial number (F) as indicated in equation (15), and it's

characteristics of application are then examined'

= L* 1yp

=1*
tt

(14)

(l s)

3.lRangeofportserryiceindicesunderdiffercntlevelofservice

This study has considered the system evaluation index of the queueing system characteristic

to formuiate the method to deiermine the initial number of facility in a M/MA'{ queueing
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system. As a whole, three kinds of evaluation indices as the degree of congestion(DC),
average waiting time (Wo), and waiting time factor (Wq, p ) are being taken into account. Due
to the fact that the initial number of the queueing system facility is largely relevant to the
change of each of the evaluation index as well as to the level of service lndicated by the
evaluation, it is why that this study has formulated the level of service into three categories as
A, B and C according to the evaluation indices. Take the degree ofcongestion as an example,
the range of category A is betrveen |Yo to 20 o/o, that is the probability for waiting is only
about 0% to 20oh as of system congestion. As for the range of B category it is aboui 20yo to
50%, while category C is over 50%. As a matter of course, category A offers higher level of
service, while the classification of other evaluation indices are as shown in Table 2.

Table 2 Range of port service indices under different level of service

level of service
I service indices

level A Level B level C

degree of congestion (DC) 0-20% 20%-s0% >50%
time 0-3 hrs 3-6 hrs >6 hrs

waiting time factor (Wq . I ) 0-0.15 0. r 5-0.3 >0.3

3.2 The rcsolution method for the initial parameter values ( p ) of facitity

The resolution for the initial number of port service facility is obtained primarily through
using the optimal facility number under different traffic density (A=Vp) and different service
level in each of the forgoing port index. Take the degree of congestion (DC) as an example,
when the traffrc density (cr=1.0), its optimal number of facility should be 2 in order to
maintain its service level of DC=25%. Based on Lawrence and Teng(I990) using the initial
number of the standard deviation by I to 2 times to its tramc density (1,/p), the value to be 2
happens to be the optimal number of berth when the standard deviation being of I time is
planted into the initial solution of the simulation. Should the standard deviation of 2 times is
employed to resolve for the initial number of berth, the initial solution of the simulation being
3 is well over the optimal solution. As can be understood, the resolution for the initial number
of facility for M/Ir{A.l queueing system put forward in the literature by Lawrence and
Teng(1990) is only of a local solution, which is as circled in Figure l. In order to solve the
problem, this study has found out the smallest facility number of each range and its
relationship value to the traffrc density, which is as seen in Table 3. They are marked as found
in columns (3) (4) (5) ahd are called "the initial parameter value of faciliry-( p )".

Based on this relationship values, the relationship chart between the traffrc density and initial
parameter value of facility can be mapped. As seen in Figure 1, it represents the three curves
of initial numbers of facility under 'three kinds of service levels. Furthermore, the circular
curve as found in Figure 2 can be obtained after fitting of these three curves, while such curve
stands for the relationship betrveen traffrc density and the initial parameter value of facility
when considering the degree ofcongestion (DC). They can be indicated by equations (16) to
(18):

0.5

B= 7.1+2.8'e-3"

0.5

0.65+2.3 ' e'l'8"

0.5

0.37+2.3. e't'b

B=

B=

(16)

( l7)

(l 8)
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Table3. The optimal initial number of facility under difference level of service and

degree ofcongestion

Degree of Congestion (DC)
. ---1

l
. --11

F.=
a
o

a)

'd
A)
:!

(D
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A)

o

a2 't3 20

Traffic density

Fig l. The relation between the traffrc density and the initial parameter value at different

level of service.

The optimal solution region of,Lawrence and Teng (1990) method'
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Likewise, other evaluation indices can also be obtained from using the same method, which is
as shown in Figure 3 to Figure 5.

---f----]

c
Fig2. Fitting DC curves of the relationship

between the traffic density(a) and the initial
parameter value( B )
1

Average waiting time (Wq)

kvel As lining cune

c
Fig4. The initial parameter value between the

traffic density and level of Wo

Fig3. The initial parameter value between
the traffic density and the level of DC

Waiting time factor (Wq . p )

\ lrvcl A's fining cwe

Level B's fining cuRe

\-
Level C's fining curue

0aat2L?,

o
Fig5.The initial parameter value between

the traffic density and the level of
WqF

Degree of Congestion (DC)

Level C's fitting curye
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4. DISCUSSION

According to the research results, the relationship between the traffrc density and initial

number oifacility under each of the evaluation index can be summarized as follow:
d

B= a+b o g-co

The parameter changes found in equation (19) because ofdifferent service levels under each

ofthe port evaluation index are arranged in Table 4.

Table 4. The values of parameters in different level of service

As shown from the study results, the initial number of the port service facility will vary

greutty in accordance to hiu.rr. level of service and port evaluation index. Take DC as an

!-".pf., when the level of service is of category A, the-determination of the initial number

*ouli be suitably to be conducted as[ ),1 1t+(1.1-2.5){(Ll tt)]. When the level of service

is of category B, the initial number would be suitably to be conducted as [ )' I p+(0'65-2'7)

,f r x t p)1. when the level of service is category c, the initid number would be suitably to be

conducred asl),11t+(0.37-2.7)f,(,1./p)l.when the traffic density is under 0'5, the initial

parameter (B )value of facility will then be between l.l to 2.8' And the results obtained

under different level of service from each ofthe port evaluation index are arranged as found

in Table 4. The resolution for the initial parameter values in this study can be cited for

researcher and their application.

5.CONCULSION

InthispaperweconsideredmanyevaluationindicesofM/MNportqueueingsystem,
includini d"gr". of congestion ( ric ) , average waiting time (w) and waiting time factor

(Wo . p ), and we founJ th" number of initial facility under these indices would be change

with the traffic density and the level of service. This paper present the initial number of berth

in a M/-lr4/N(o) port queueing system would be N' = (I I p) + B J-(X t ti' and we found the

relationship between the traffrc density(cr) and "the initial parameter value of facility" ( B )

under each of the evaluation index ,and the relationship can be categorized by general from

equation. Therefore, *" ptott"a the iable_and^graphics, and it can be cited for the researcher

and their application. Based on the result of inii paper ,the planners could be estimate the

number of initial facility from a table or a graph, so it is become easily and conveniently'

In the real world, the application of estimate the initial number of faciliry such as the number

of entrance of public pi*ing facility, logistic center, supermarket and the number of ticket

windows of railroad or bus stlation, rnovie theater, and so on' The results of this paper could be
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(le)

L.O.S.
parafneters

port service indices
a b d

A Level

degree of congestion (DC) l.l 2.8 J 0.5

average waiting time (Wq) 1.5 2.8 2.s 0.7

waiting time factor (Wq ' P ) 1.5 2.8 2.5 0.7

B Level

desree of congestion (DC) 0.65 2.3 2 0.5

average waiting time (Wq) 0.6 2.3 2 0.7

waiting time factor (Wq ' P) 0.6 2.3 2 0.7

C Level

desree of congestion (DC) 0.37 2.3 1.8 0.5

average waiting time (Wq) 0.4 2.3 1.8 0.7

waiting time factor (Wq : P ) 0.4 2.3 1.8 0.7
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to reduce the system utilization time for the user. In this paper we only considered the case of
M/MAI queueing system , so in the future we would be consider in addition cost function and
the other queueing system such as M/EkN or E1 /E14.{ system.
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